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NAGASAKI GARDENS AND GEORG MEISTER (1653-1713)

Wybe KUITERT

1. INTRODUCTION

In Dresden, Germany, in 1692, a curious book
appeared tiled Der Orientalisch-Indianische Kunst- und
LLust-Giirmer, translated as “The Oriental-Indian Art and
Pleasure Gardener”, It is a richly varied account of @
‘gardener’s journey to the Far East. Its author, the German
Georg Meister, was a gardener by profession and he isthe
first European garden specialist to report extensively on
‘gardening in the Far East His specialist information is not
found in any other contemporary European source.
Following my earlier article that introduced Georg Meister
land his book, the present article focuses on Meister's
‘Chapter 11 on gardens and reconstructs some aspects of
‘garden technique in Nagasaki at the time of his visits to
Japan{

Meister went two times to Japan, both times privately
‘employed by his countryman Andreas Cleyer (1634-
16982) who served as the V.O.C. director of the Dutch
trading post on Dejima at Nagasaki. They staid in Dejima
from August 7, 1682 to the end of December, 1683 and a
second time from August 30, 1685 to November, 1686 ot
Tite later, again the departure date isnot precisely clear. A
Jot of information that Cleyer and Meister gained on
Japanese horticulture and gardens reached them through
the licensed Japanese interpreters, who were attached to
the Dutch trade mission. They also must have made small
excursions, accompanied by Japanese, to collect plants or
visit gardens. At both stays on Dejima Cleyer made an

official visit to the Shégun in Edo, but Meister did not join

 

these embassies [2]

2, ABOUT JAPANESE AND CHINESE GARDENS

‘Meister presents his information on gardens as
‘general story giving his Chapter 11 the title “About the
‘omamental garden making of the Japanese and the Chinese

mw

and what is related to that” (Vor der Jappaner und
Chineserzierlichen Gartenbau, und wvas dem ankingie)
Some sections that interest us a this point are quoted here
in an English translation with a comment, For further
reference, the original German is given here as illustration
“The chapter begins as follows

“Here I add with justice how the Japanese and the
Chinese build their gardens and decorate them, not with
‘beautiful sculpture, but with racks. These people can’t
‘imagine a greater delight than to have large rocks in their
gardens, which were not placed there by Nature but were
found by them and then moved. These rocks and pleasing
stones, are taken from some place, and then transported to
another place or garden, without suffering any damage,
‘These stones serve them instead of statues made of marble
or alabaster. They also are accustomed to erect a large
rockery (ike Klippen) inthe middle ofthe garden. This is

then done as follows: they make a large soil mound and

  

place, starting from the bottom to the top (von unten bi
‘oben an), all kinds of stones on it: stones that are partly
covered with moss, or otherwise beautifully shaped by
"Nature, It is done in such a way that even a thousand
‘uropeans who haven't seen it before, would think that it
‘was God and Nature and not the hand of man that created
it, They also know how to divide these rockeris artfully
(artig von einander spalten); there then they have all kinds
‘of rae grotioes, holes, ravines and passages, out of which
they have waterfall as

 

3.1, NAGASAKI’S TEMPLE GARDENS AND
‘MEISTER’S TEXT; DAION-JI

1m Nagasaki temple quarter Teramachi we find &
few gardens that illustrate Meister’s text. Daiom iis one of
these, it is a J6dé-shi temple subordinate to Chion-in in

Kyoto. The impressive architecture of Chion-in isdescribed in many a contemporary travel log as each two-
yearly Dutch embassy to the Shogun in Edo had to visi
CChion-in to pay respect to his ancestors enshrined here. In
[Nagasaki as a courtesy-preparation before visting Chion-
in, the embassies must have visited Daion-ji. Temple
records exist from the early Genroku-period on and could
‘sive more information on the period when Meister was in
Defima, but were not checked for this article. The garden
cof Daion-jiis found atthe back of the buildings and is of a
peculiar construction technique. In the soft sand stone of
the mountain behind is carved out a staircase on the left
side of a gorge in which water falls. An old, historic
lantern also of sandstone, partly crumbled because of
sandstone dissolved, stands besides the staircase. The

‘waterfall isin part also carved from the soft bedrock where

 

slits are made that split the stone apart, suggesting
Meistr’s wording arg von einander spalten. At least that
is the way it looks like. The sits can also be the result of
erosion processes of the water. The waterfall is further
enforced by the adding of other large stones of a kind of
mineral chat is seen in the streets all over Nagasaki. At
present there is no clear date for the construction of this
‘garden, the front part was renovated recently, It is not
impossible that this site, probably already with a garden,
wwas visited by Meister. If there was some garden
construction present, the most feasible technique will
indeed have been to cut and carve into the soft bedrock,
supported as litle as possible by the more laborious
‘bringing in of soil and rocks. The same mix of techniques
of carved bedrock and placed stones brought from
elsewhere, is seen in some other Teramachi temple
‘gardens.

‘The least that can be said is that information on this
construction technique typical of Nagasaki could have
reached Meister through the interpreters or Europeans

hhaving visited it
‘Meister’ text continues as follows:
“They also have all kinds of basins into which water

runs: round, square, oval, and such, In these basins they
keep all kinds of fish, above all small ones that shine like

 

gold and gliter like silver. Maybe half ofthe surface ofthe
basin is covered with green plants ofall sorts, plants that in
nature usually would grow in this kind of pond or body of
water."

Goldfish were imported several times from the
continent and centers of breeding existed in port cities like
‘Sakai and Nagasaki for shorter periods before a nationwide
popularity made fora lasting introduction in the eighteenth
century, We find goldfish mentioned in Japanese records
as early as the mid-fifteenth century. Oda Nobunaga
(1534-1582) had goldfish in bis garden in the Azuchi
Castle and with Meister’ records we have another puzzie

© ofthe early goldfish history of Japan,

 

32. KOTALII

Following Meister’s remarks on garden basins a
section describes some garden making techniques that
apply well to the gardens atthe temple Kota i,

If the mountain doesn’t supply water, then they
supply it with pipes that are Isid out in such a way that the
‘water runs down through all the stones and rocks.

In the large rocks and stones they have round or
elongated holes, a foot deep, that are filled with earth into
Which they plan litle trees in their manner; sometimes i¢
are trees that bear frit, but mostly it are plants with all
kinds of beautiful and fragrant flowers. Also all kinds of
Dbutbs, which are a rare and pleasant sight, When one
Flower fades, already the next one is coming out. Hollows
ae also carved in all the rocks and all kinds of figures are
placed there; out ofthe heads of these likewise grow and
blossom trees and flowering plants, or the figures carry
large round pots, out of which bloom various beautiful
flowers. They also have statues in the conventional sense,
sometimes set tightly tothe rocks, and others around which
itis possible to walk. In the ravines and grotioes they have
all kinds of painted idols as well as other images. Also in
the rocks are round holes in which they put bird-nests
containing eggs, while others place eggs made of porcelain
in them. They take these nests from the birds that nest in
the forest, because these look much more natural than
those made by the industry and hands of man,

‘The temple KGtaisji is found next to Daion-j. The

95Sate ope Kus had bee he ba of ne! Yon
(155-168, le wrcen the charac oh sd nv,
“ong,

Tai wr in i api ia
bean called to the Fshimi Cs in 1615 by Shopen
Tohabea epi ate Sin seed bet
the Christians among the citizens of Nagasaki to
—

Chisianity fom within, Reponey Ie made many

it must have been Teyasu’s idea to control

 

converts, but from the start he was allowing for an element
of Christianity in his teachings. His temple Kétai-ji
(written with different characters than at present)
prospered. After the Shimabara revolt in 1637 and the
‘more severe and general prohibition of Christianity that it
engendered, Buddhist priests were asked again to convert
Christians to sincere Buddhists, but under Itei's followers
‘much Christianity remained hidden. Itei lived up to 8 high
age, and remained of interest othe early Edo period power
lite and this must also have been because of his profound

insight ino the hidden structures of southern Japan,

 

In 1642 he met with the third Shogun, Tokugawa
Temitsu and had a the end of the summer an audience with
Empress Meish6 in the Capital Miyako receiving a high
priestly rank, the Purple Robes. The Empress had just that
year started the construction of her palace that had a
‘geometrically designed flower bed garden with lawn from
the next year on (3). It is tempting to suggest a hearsay
influence of Western garden art, through information
brought by Its. After his return to Nagasaki the characters
of the name Kétai-ji were changed into the present ones
with which it was also written inthe statement that went
with the bestowing of the Purple Robes. Now Iitei was a
high-aged and respected priest, and an acceptable
politician to all parties. He founded many a temple in the
Nagasakd region; one of these was set up with donations
from two Dutch interpreters. After Itei's death Kétai-ji
remained a temple with an interest in Western learning that
accompanied hidden Christianity. Meister was a
compassionate Christian and the interest of Kéeai-ji in
anything Westem could have formed the base for mutual

interests,

 

33. KOBAYASHI KENTEI AND KOTALJI

Kobayashi Kentei (1601-1684) was the most
important disciple of Hayashi Kichiemon [4]. Master and
disciples were all versed in astronomy, geography and
arithmetics, sciences that were imported together with
Christian teaching. Hayashi was arrested in 1646 on
‘suspicion of being a Christian and, loyal to his master, also
Kobayashi underwent imprisonment with labor for 21
years. Once released from prison in 1667, he started
teaching astronomy and Kobayashi’s Nigiryakusetsu,
bused on a Jesuit textbook, became a standard on Western

astronomy in his time. The rest of his life, he lived in

 

Kotaiji in rewen for his donation ofa set of Rakan statues
6)

‘A major renovation of the temple's garden took place
{in 1683 when the statues were placed. It isthe last year of|
Meisters first vist to Japan. According tothe iconography
of Rakan there should be sixteen ina set, but at present six

are st

 

in good shape and can be seen in the garden atthe
back. Further up the hill n the empl’ graveyard is found
the elaborate grave stone of Kusumoto Ine, the daughter of
Von Siebold and his Nagasaki love Otaki. The modest
stone of Otaki stands beside,

Ketaisji has two gardens. One is small pond garden
With a small islet on which a Buddhist figure is placed. An
arrangement that suggests a waterfall can only have

running water if it is brought there by pipes. Meister

  

‘mentions this artifice. The larger gerden of Kotaixi is also
a pond garden, deeply cavedsin in the steep slope of
sandstone bedrock atthe back ofthe temple buildings. The
ground water that the mountain gives at this point is

retained

 

‘nice pond with an island; stepping stones,
crossing the water are well-laid, a bridge is less pleasing 10
the eye. In the farthest comer waterfalls down the slope.
Six old Rakan statues, about a meter high are set all over
the garden, The statues ae lively in their expression ofthe
faces, sometimes even humorous, and technically speaking
at least very successful. They must have been made by a
professional sculptor knowing his material, and one doubts
whether the popular attribution to scholar Kobayashi
himself, working on the statues when in prison is correct.

‘Some of the statues stand in caved4in hollows, resemblingthe idea of grottoes that Meister mentions. Planting any
plant in this garden, asin other gardens such as at Daion-j,
‘must have been done by carving hole in the soft rock
before filling t with proper garden soil, again fitting well
with Meister's observations, Works will have been carried
‘out or have been under way when Meister was in Dejima,
‘and could have been finished the second time that he
returned to Nagasaki. Again so far, we do not know
whether he visited the site, or whether he was only
informed through hearsay.

34, OTHER, OLD TEMPLE GARDENS IN NAGASAKI
A fine, old garden is found behind the temple
‘Shuntoku-j, a temple founded on the site of the old Todos
Los Santos Church The garden is constructed in parton @
hard, rocky slope being of the same type as the rock that
Keeps the waterfall at Nerutak, close 10 the present Von
Siebold Museum, Between the slope and the main temple
buildings is a flat and open garden with a small pond.
From a stylistic point of view the garden at Shuntoku
seems younger, showing a lay out asa standard hiraniwa
of the late Edo period,
the restoring ofthe temple that started in 1828,

‘must have been constructed after

 

‘Two other temples in Nagasaki, Daik6ji and Sanpésj,
have litte pond gardens below a slope facing the mein
hall the two are like Daion-ji and K@ta-ji found along the
Iillsde of Teramachi

Sanpé-ji is @ Yod6-sha temple and Daikdj is of the
Ikkishi-sect [6]. The gardens of these temples were not
checked forthe present article.

38. A “CHINESE” GARDEN IN NAGASAKI

Not far from Shuntoku-ji, a pleasure retreat is known,
a Shinden-an. Its athatch-roofed, cottage-style residence
‘with a garden, It is situated on the hillside, overlooking
Nagasaki and its port, and a fine view in the ue Far-
Eastern hermit ideal could be had before the neighborhood
became too much crowded with buildings {7}. It was
‘originally constructed by order of a Chinese intespreter Ga
‘Chashin, or A Niemon, The name Ga Chéshin is perfectly

tes fucianemoers mo econo utsren es TI] wybeemeRT

Chinese, A Niemon is Japanese. Ga Chashin's father is
only known with a Chinese name, Ga Kézai, the Ga family
will have been Chinese in origin; Chinese interpreters
named Ge are found in Nagasaki up to the nineteenth
‘century Meiji period. Shinden-an is now private property,
and stil well kept.

Construction on the retreat started in the Kanbun
period 1661-1672, more than ten years before Meister's
arrival. Step-wise rock arrangements in rows contain a
‘garden mound atthe back. In the absence so far, of a clear
history of gardening techniques in China it is oo much t0
say that this is atypical Chinese garden, however the same
step-wise arrangement in rows is seen in an old Kyoto
garden likely to have been built under Chinese supervision
[8]. This technique of setting rocks could explain Meister’s

words on the placing of rocks: “..This is then done as

 

follows: they make a large soil mound and place, starting
from the bottom to the top (von unten Dif oben an), all
kinds of stones on it: stones that are partly covered with

moss, or otherwise beautifully shaped by Nature.

Given the presence of a Chinese merchants’
‘community in Nagasaki with interpreters wealthy enough
to construct this kind of pleasure retreats. Meister’s
comment gets more credibility. In Europe in these years,

usually no proper distinction between “Japanese” and.

 

jinese” expressions in art was made. But when Meister
speaks of Japanese and Chinese in his chapter on gardens
wwe can assume that he actually also had this garden, built
by a “Chinese” in his mind. The custom of laying
porcelain eggs in birds nests to be discovered by visitors at
play sounds also quite Chinese. Figures that have
flowering plants growing out oftheir heads could probably

have been ceramic garden-gnome lke things.

4. CONCLUSION

Not acquainted with Nagasaki’s garden history
Meister’s story on the gardens of Japan and China seems
\weird at points. Its even more strange if one has the late-
twentieth century image of “the Japanese garden” in mind,
an image based on “Zen-" and tea-ceremony gardens of

Kyoto [9]. But only a superficial search into late-

7seventeenth century garden history of Nagasaki as
propose in this article shows already how wel-observed
and well-described Meister’s story is. With the coming
Rococo-fashion in Dresden and surroundings, his mental
picture of statues and rockeries in garden art will have
‘been a great source of inspiration. Meister entered the
service of several Blectors of Saxony like the famed
August der Starke as Oriental Pleasure Gardener
(Orientalische Lust-Gérner), His two sons Johann Georg
Meister and Georg Gottlob Meister, and also Anton Brenig
married to his daughter Maria Sophia were all three
employed as Royal Court Gardener (Kéniglicher
Hofaairmer) testifying to the appreciation and recognition
that Meister gnined back home. The
publication of his book (10).

 

lecors sponsored the

NOTES

(11, See my article Georg Mister, -A Seventeenth Century
Gardener And His Reports On Oriental Garden Art it: Japan
Review, (Wihibunken, Kyo), 1991, Vol2: p.125-143 and aso
Mice, Wolfgang, Die Japanisch Staion des Georg Melser (1633-
1713), in: DokucFatsu Bungaku Keak, Nr.36 (1986, Pukka),
Kyush-Universtt The contents of the present aioe was presented
ty me at wo lectures: Genrotu Nagasaki Meister 0 somo shite,
(agua ofthe Gono period, the environs of Georg Meister, in
Japanese at Kokusai Nibon banka kenky seta, Higashi Aja 00
ons to hakubatsugak o Sekai - Kye kenkytha), 20710, 1990
snd Bartle. Yroppa no Non sete 2 - George. Mais no
tabi (Baoque Europe and Japanese guden information - te eaele
of Georg Meister, in Japanese at Nihibunken fama 30, Kokusai
ion bunks kenkysent, Koka ky kin 53,191,

(2). The logs ofthe ships on which Meister traveled do not exist,
any longer. Mist's name isnot found i the V.0.C-Dejima
journals, The question as heen raised whether Mester was nota
fancy profiteer wo never atally visited Japan, and only simply
concocted a story, finding & publisher to publish it. A lot of|
Information onthe Far East was avaible, somebody like Montanas
for example coud"write a well-informed book on Japan without ever
having left his litle town in Holland. And Meister’s stories onthe
Cape of Good Hope andthe Hoente- people could very well have
bron inspired by Sehreyers Reis-Reschretbung (Lepr, 1681. In
spite of this am convinced that Meister was in Deja. When Ceyer
seleased him from his service ho Ioft him a waiten testimonial
praising itn a gardener and planchunter shove al thee second
tip to Jaan, The testimonial, (bis in Mester book and years
before Cleyer’s death) is dated 25th of November, 1687, and
therefore given to ht flr their return to Batavi, Meister got a
bonus and this was paid in 25 Japanese golden Lob that most have

been privately earned money of Cleyer, and Moister must have

 

‘now the a

 

of Bac in Amstordan Meister as relieved that

the V.0.C. paid him without any deduction

 

is employment for
‘Ceyer was illegal aeoeding to V-OC. sanders, whieh explains that
‘Cyc aver mentions Meister i th official Deja journals. These
are supeiosl thin in the period of Cleye's stay, an it as been
suggested that his was because ofthe peblems Cleyer had withthe
V.0.C. On the whole Cleyer’s seifconseious and enterprising
spproach made for some serous misandetsandings between him and

the V.0.6. Once in Dresden, Meiser gets an enormous recogaitionthat would not have happened when he was a swindler, For me, a
‘most convincing proof of Meistrs visto Japan found in bis ape
end unique deseripton ofthe surdens of Nagas

[D1 See my: "Themes, Scenes, and Taste inthe History of
Japanese Garden Ax”, Amster, 1988, pp.194199, 216, 217 on
‘hehistory ofthis remarkable grden.

(4), Kent isan arts's name for Kobayashi Yoshinobu, he was
so known as Higuchi Goa'emon.

(5). The details ofthe history of Kea, Ie, aod Kobayashi

nin: Kaneko, Kian, Kéiaji shi, published bythe temple, 1986

 

(6) Kaemper merions nk tiple as goal for excursions in
his “The History of Japan’, (1728, 339)“. few Duthinen ae
permited once or wee & Yea, 10 fake a walkin the adjacent
country, and in pacar view the temples about Nagas: This
iver is oftcr grated to Physicians and Surgeons, under pretence
of going to search for Medial Plants. However, his pleasure walk:
falls very expensive for us for oust be made in company of the
Oot, ofc ontinary Iterpcters and oter oie i our service,
‘who are handsomely treated by uss nner, none ofthe Temples of
the Posi Sec, and e must on this occasion, even with seeming
satisfaction, see ou purses sronaly sauce forthe most common
ives shown us by the Pris of that Temple.”

IMA set of screens pared by Sugai Balkan (1784-1844) was on
Aisplay atthe Nagasshi Municipal Museum in erly 1991 showing
te retreat on the iid. 1 wish to thank MM. Yokoyama from the
‘Maseum for sending me infomation on ti screen and onthe istry
of Shindenan

(8) See: “Themes, Scns, and Tost"Yice noe [3] above), $9 on

the technique of pacing stones in rows at Tena

 

don its aking
under Chinese spervison: p91

(91 Te limitations of this image of “he Japanese garden” were
iseovered at ou elloguum Las jardinejponais d'Europe, Musée
épaniemental Abert Kahn, Boslogne, College Intemational de
Philosophie, Pais, October 1997. We eagely anit the proceedings.

{10}, Biogrphicitormation on Meister aris rtm to Dresden
found f: Eka Berckenhagen, Unser Titi, in: Das Gartenamt
(vol. 2) 1962, p. 30-3, and Georg Dutschmans, Dresden, Geors
Meister, ein denscher Garner des 17, lshundets, Ma 274. am
rtf © Ms, Cara Oldenburgr ofthe Liar ofthe Wageningen

Agricultural University, Netherlands to have sent me this materia

1 greatly acknowledge the help of Professor Exch Tetsuya from

ax fucks aAnRns M0 SEROMESTER ESS) WIRNTERE

‘he Joashn University in Nagasaki i searching the old garden of|
[Nagata Reseach was made possible by the SPS,
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ILLUSTRATION (P.100-102):

Gootg Meister: Der Oriemtalich-ndiantsche Kast und
Lu-Garmer Dresden a Verleging des Autor, ducks

Johann Riedl/ Anno 1682, pp. 182-188

29182

Muminoky.
Muminocy oder Apricofen,
Micang,

Kinkang.

Der Orientalifde

Currinoky oder Gaftanien,
Maramelle.
Putha ( Wein-Trauben,)

Cap. XI.

Von der Jappaner und Chinefer zierlichen Garten
bau, und vvas demanhingig.

Ee Gh fiige hier nidhe unbitlig
Gn wie die Fapponeten
und Chinefen thre Gave
fen bauen/ und on ftattfcbdner
Statuen mitRlippen jieven/feine
groffere Ergesligteit mag fic) die-
fe Nation einbildens als wenn fle
nur grofeund hohe Rlipyen in ib-
ren Gidrten haben / tele sar
nidhé von det Natur /fondern vorr
ihren cignen Sanden inventive
and alfo movirliden gemadet
find/daf fie foldhe Rlippen wad ave
fige Felfen/bald hier weg nehmen/
und an einett andern Ove oder
Garten ohneGdaven transpor-
tiren fSnnens twelche Klippen ihe
new an (att der von Marmor und
Alabafte geavbeittten Statuen

dienen/ fie pflegert aud cine hobe
Rlippen mitten in Garten zufe.
gen / weldhesalfoge(biebet’ fle
maden von dev Erde auf einen
hoben Berg / und befegen denfel»
ben mit allerband Gteinen/ twel-
che jum theil mit Mog bewadhs
fen/odet font von Natur artig ge-
twachfen (ind / vonunten big oben
an/blfo/ Daf taufend ron Euro-
peern) wer fie fonften nod) nidje
gefehert / meinen folten/ daG fie
HOtt und die Natur und eine
Menlehen Hand gebildet habe.
Auch wiflen fie diefeRlippen artig
von einander zu fpalten/ fie haben
in denfelben aflerhand taveSpe-
luncken., dcher/ Khiffte und
‘Tpriren/ aus melden Wafer vor

NaturNatur herab fatlen/ fo haben fle
awh allerhand YArcen Beeken/da
das Wafer hinein lauffe / als
vundte/ vievecFigte / oval, und
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